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select

arrive AT DIMOCK STRATTON
Join a preeminent IP firm 
known for its top-notch 
litigators, headline-grabbing 
cases and record of success.

While articling at Dimock 
Stratton I worked on 
challenging and precedent 
setting files, and the 
team-oriented approach 
provided me with mentorship 
from the top practitioners 
in the field. For anyone 
interested in IP law, Dimock 
Stratton is an obvious choice.

NIK PURCELL

I am surrounded by 
practitioners who are 

knowledgeable and
genuinely interested in their 

work. The supportive culture 
and the opportunity to work 
on a wide range of complex 

issues make it an ideal place 
to grow for someone who has 

a serious interest in IP. 

ANGELA LI



AREAS OF 
PRACTICE

Intellectual Property Litigation

Patents

Trademarks

Copyright & Industrial Designs

Trade Secrets

A FEW 
CASES WE 
HAVE BEEN 
COUNSEL 
ON...

Whirlpool v. Camco, 2000 SCC 67

Terra Nova Shoes Ltd. v. Nike Inc., 2003 FC 1052

Kirkbi AG [Lego] v. Ritvik Holdings [Mega Bloks], 2005 SCC 65

Robertson v. Thomson, 2006 SCC 43

BMW Canada v. Nissan Canada, 2007 FC 262, 2007 FCA 255

Pfizer Canada v. Ranbaxy Laboratories, 2007 FC 91, 2008 FCA 108

Johnson & Johnson Inc. v. Boston Scientific Ltd., 2008 FC 552

Research in Motion v. Visto, 2008 FC 641

Dow Chemical v. Nova Chemicals, 2014 FC 844

Valence Technology v. Phostech Lithium, 2011 FC 174/2011 FCA 237

début
You want a welcoming 
and supportive place 
to learn the nuances 
and intricacies of IP 
law and need a firm 
as committed to 
your career growth 
as you are. 

That’s Dimock Stratton.

AT DIMOCK STRATTON

Dimock Stratton offers you diverse 
and interesting cases and ample 
opportunity to get in on the action. 
Here, you will be challenged, engaged 
and inspired.

Our students are guided by an 
assigned mentor and exposed to 
some of the best lawyers in the field. 
You will work side by side with experts 
in IP litigation and prosecution, draft 
court pleadings and prepare research 
memoranda. You will also be offered 
competitive compensation and 
benefits, have all of your Law Society 
and bar admission fees covered and 
receive a full salary while you write the 
bar exams.

Dimock Stratton provides the solid 
foundation you need to build the 
impressive career you envision.

 

emerge
AT DIMOCK STRATTON

Build your future on 
Dimock Stratton’s 
impressive reputation, 
high-profile experience 
and penchant for 
shaping the law.

Dimock Stratton is a litigation 
powerhouse known for its 
first-rate lawyers. We receive 
regular acclaim from the likes 
of Benchmark Canada, 
Canadian Lawyer and Lexpert. 
Most recently, we won National 
Intellectual Property Firm of 
the Year for 2015 at the 
Benchmark Canada Awards.

What are we recognized for? 
Our extensive litigation and 
prosecution experience. 
Our role in shaping Canadian IP law. 
Our superior national rankings. 
Our high-profile Supreme Court cases. 
And, most of all, our results.

Dimock Stratton is among the most 
frequently recommended IP litigation 
firms in Toronto. Our accomplished and 
approachable lawyers, commitment to 
our clients and stellar track record set 
us apart. It’s hard to find a top firm 
where relationships are as important as 
legal expertise, but that’s who we are.

There is no better place to start your 
career in IP law.


